




































































































Rescuing traditional queerness: An interview with Santa Khurai

Interview

                              

A Meitei indigenous Nupi Maanbi from Manipur exposed her
hair after washing the hair with Chenghi (Rice water boiled with
local herbs). Photo by Mitkhubi Haobijam (Nupi
Maanbi)  licence infos

In the context of the field research carried out from November 2019 to February 2020 within the ‘gender
democracy’ programme of the Heinrich Böll Stiftung India Office, one of the projects has been collecting
interviews, voices and witnesses from members of the LGBTQIA+ community. Among the interviewees was Santa
Khurai from Imphal in Manipur, one of the eight states within the NorthEastern Region (NER) of India. Santa
Khurai represents the queer people and the transgender community of Manipur, having been their spokesperson
for years. The most prominent theme in our discussion was a universal feeling by the people of Northeast India of
being ‘left out’ – a sense of detachment caused by different factors. Northeast India’s history is controversial since
this region has always been a contested territory, linked with the Indian ‘mainland’ only through a 22 km stretch
of border and surrounded by other South Asian countries, China and today’s Myanmar. The state of Manipur itself
was ruled by the Burmese kingdom until the early 19 century and successively branched out to British India after
the Anglo-Burmese rule. Geographical morphology and the annexed problems of limited connections creates an
actual sense of disconnect, a liminal geographic space of fluid identities for the region and its people.

When I called Santa Khurai to discuss the interview, she resolutely asserted on the phone: “I am not going to
compromise my indigeneity! I feel so detached from mainland India. Why don’t people within the LGBTQIA+
community talk about queer people in their periphery?”

As we spoke with each other, Santa led the conversation to the topic of traditional queerness and the difficulties
that indigenous queer communities in Manipur endured daily jeopardising their very existence. Through her in-
depth research of ancient texts related to the region, she found legitimacy to their existence. Having learned the
alphabet of Meitei Mayek, an ancient script of the Meitei indigenous community, she referred to these texts that,
unlike modern writings, mentioned of the communities in this region. During our discussion, we explored the
issue of networking faced by these communities.

With regard to queer identities, the focus of my research has been on understanding peoples’ connection within
the Indian queer community at large, especially the means of communication and of social media as tools for
strategic reunion and aggregation. The underlying message guiding me throughout the research was Foucault’s
words, “the body is the site to analyse the shape of power” . This thinking alludes to the idea that the physical
body of a person is born with determines, be it by ethnicity or sex, their social roles and secures their existence in
the world. The term coined “body politics” is a focal point for many researchers and civil society activists who
engage with identities. Bodies have become a place of political control, regulating them in terms of sexuality,
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No blood from you, you're LGBTQ'
Dr Farah Ingale, Senior Internal Medicine Specialist, Hiranandani Hospital in Vashi, said, "They are categorised as High Risk
Group mainly because they have multiple sexual partners and there is an high incidence of HIV.
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